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Introduction
▪ Chimeric Antigen Receptor T cell technology, also called CAR-T, is currently

employed in over 500 active clinical trials worldwide.

▪ While cGMP Manufacturing processes of CAR-T have been established in
many centers around the world, there is still some room for improvement. This
presentation highlights core quality elements of the translational process, from
the pre-clinical work done in the basic research lab into a clinical setting.

▪ Process development of cell manufacturing as well as Quality Control for
release testing of CAR-T cells, is also a complex step that should be planned
adequately to improve product quality, efficacy and safety. This step is relevant
not only for new development of CAR-T, but also for well established processes
that need to be improved.

▪ Lastly, as the field of CAR-T technology keeps growing and clinical experience
becomes extensive and more established, there is a constant need for regulatory
guidelines updates and harmonization. Key points from the recently updated
FDA guideline1 for QC RCR/RCL testing, released in January 2020, is
summarized here.

1 https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/testing-retroviral-vector-based-human-gene-therapy-products-

replication-competent-retrovirus-during

https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/testing-retroviral-vector-based-human-gene-therapy-products-


Pre-Clinical Studies Considerations
Pre-clinical studies are the foundation of an IND/IMPD submission. However,
basic research labs developing new CAR-T therapies often overlook some process
aspects that are key elements for successful translation of their science into the
clinical cGMP manufacturing settings.

Therefore, in order to conduct your pre-clinical studies in a ‘translational-friendly’
manner, consider the following:

Process:

 Scale-up feasibility – design your small scale manufacturing as similar as
possible to your future large scale cGMP manufacturing platform.

▪ Not all processes and reagents can be easily translated or implemented for
a clinical production.

▪ When performing pre-clinical studies, carefully choose your reagents and
instruments aiming for products that are also manufactured for GMP
and/or clinical use2.

2 Wang X, Rivière I. Clinical manufacturing of CAR T cells: foundation of a promising therapy. Mol Ther Oncolytics. 2016;3:16015. Published  

2016 Jun 15. doi:10.1038/mto.2016.15



Pre-Clinical Studies Considerations– cont.
Process – Cont:

 Phenotype and maturity of CAR-T cells - Media added cytokines may
influence your T-Cell product characteristics in-vitro. Identify your target
T-cell sub-population, choose the best cytokine combination based on
literature and perform the small scale studies accordingly3.

Route of administration - Consult with the prospective PI/clinicians. A great
and innovative mode of administration that may work in mice, may not be
applicable for human patients. Reasons may vary; from access to route of
administration, compatibility with current treatment practice, timing etc.

3 Zhou J, Jin L, Wang F, Zhang Y, Liu B, Zhao T. Chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cells expanded with IL-7/IL-15 mediate superior

antitumor effects. Protein Cell. 2019;10(10):764–769. doi:10.1007/s13238-019-0643-y



Pre-Clinical Studies Considerations– cont.
Study design

Careful study design can help you meet initial regulatory requirements and  
support your scientific results, when submitting a new IMPD/ IND:

 Promote data comparability via consistency, repeatability and reproducibility -
Focusing on:

▪ Identify and minimize step/process related variability – for example,
inherited variability between different reference donors is a known factor
for variations in: % Transduction, Cell viability and Recovery post-thaw,
Population Doubling Levels, etc. Generating cryopreserved aliquots from
several normal donors and identifying acceptable range for each of these
parameters will help you standardize your experiments.

▪ Protocol consistency- As per the Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)
guidelines, a detailed protocol should be written to ensure that all lab
workers and all labs participating in the pre clinical studies work according
to the same specifications.



Study design – cont.

▪ Reducing the potential for bias - In some respects bias can be minimized by
ensuring that the conditions of the experiment are consistent. Once your
method/assay is established, use the same conditions for: Days of
expansion, Days of transduction, Cell concentration, Cytokine composition
& concentration, etc.

▪ Consistency of Viral Transduction – Consistent transduction efficiency is
essential for generating standardized data. Titrate your virus to establish a
consistent transduction efficiency throughout experiments.

▪ Methods and Assays- preferably, use validated kits to increase, consistency,
sensitivity, precision, and robustness of your results, for example for
potency assay measured by IFN Gamma secretion.

Pre-Clinical Studies Considerations– cont.



Pre-Clinical Studies Considerations– cont.

Study design – cont.

 In Vivo experiments should include –

▪ Male and female mice

▪ Dose escalation experiments based on CAR- T-cells

▪ Bio-distribution experiments

▪ If possible, use Bioluminescence-Based Tumor Quantification Method- to  
obtain in-vivo efficacy quantitative data

 Biostatistics and data analysis- Work closely with a biostatistician from start to
finish. Statistical methodologies differ in required data sets, selecting the
proper methodology is crucial for successful study design.



Manufacturing platform

CAR-T cells can be manufactured using various manufacturing platforms4:

Closed/ Semi-open/ Open systems- plan for the future, keeping in mind
commercialization and tech transfer feasibility.

 Manual processes vs Automated devices for: cell concentration and viability
determination, cell separation, selection, transduction, expansion, and
formulation.

Automated systems may significantly improve the quality of your process!

Reagents

Careful media component selection is key for CAR-T process development, and can
have a direct impact on your product quality, efficacy and therefore trial outcome. In
order to properly develop your product, assess the following: cell stimulation agent,
cytokine profile and concentrations, serum vs serum free media, media supplements
etc.

Process Development- CAR-T Manufacturing

4 Levine BL, Miskin J, Wonnacott K, Keir C. Global Manufacturing of CAR T Cell Therapy. Mol Ther Methods Clin Dev. 2016;4:92–101. Published 2016 Dec  

31. doi:10.1016/j.omtm.2016.12.006



Starting material/Final product Cryopreservation

Freeze-thaw cycles may influence your product characteristics such as recovery,  
viability and cell phenotype etc. Assess the following:

 Effect of cryopreservation on your starting material & final product
compared to fresh cells

 Cryopreservation media- aim for commercially available GMP grade
cryomedia to reduce lot-to-lot variability (due to in-house preparation
using multiple components)

 Perform stability studies for your starting material and final product, to
determine material expiration timeframe from cryopreservation. Use
previously published data as a starting point for the study and establish
your product specific stability

Once you have established your SOP and Batch Record for CAR-T manufacturing,  
perform mock engineering runs in cGMP environment for a final manufacturing  

process validation

Process development- CAR-T Manufacturing
– cont.



Quality Control– Release Testing

In order to release a CAR-T product for clinical administration, the cellular
product needs to be accompanied with a CoA that includes the following
parameters, at minimum:

 Transduction efficiency

 Cell viability, preferably detected by an automated 21CFR11 compliant cell  
counter

 Purity –

▪ Endotoxins

▪ Residual BSA determination – if virus production platform involved animal  
derived components.

 Identity –by flow cytometry

 Residual bead quantification (for bead based cell activation manufacturing  
platform)



Quality Control– Release Testing- cont.

 Microbiological safety testing

▪ Sterility – 14 days and/or rapid microbial detection (pending product stability  
and/or per assay validation)

▪ Gram stain

▪ Mycoplasma

▪ Bacterial endotoxins

 Minimal residual disease (for hematological malignancies indication only)

 Vector copy number- average number of integrated vector copies in transduced T  
cells by quantitative PCR analysis

 RCR/RCL – Detection of Replication Competent Virus

▪ Biologic and/or molecular detection method by qPCR (GaLV for Retro-virus or
VSV-G for Lenti-virus)

CoA may also include additional testing, such as potency assays for IFN gamma  
secretion and target cell killing, appearance (visual inspection) etc.



Each of the required QC analytical method assays need to be developed and  
validated, either by an outsourced service provider or in-house.

For in-house QC assay development- validate your method for:

 Precision

▪ Repeatability (Inter-assay)

▪ Intermediate Precision

▪ Reproducibility (For a multi-center trial, where QC samples are  
tested in several different labs)

 Linearity and Range

 Accuracy

 Limit of detection (LOD) & quantification (LOQ)

 Robustness

QC assays – Key Aspects for Method  
Development



 Specificity (otherwise called Selectivity)

 Stability of analyte

Comparability (when changing test method/instrument for a specific
criteria)

Use IVD or 21CFR part 11 compliant instruments whenever possible

For outsourced QC testing-

Ask your service provider to send you their test validation summary.

 Put a quality agreement in place with any service provider

QC assays – Key Aspects for Method  
Development – cont.



New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing

In January 2020, the FDA published a new guideline for Replication Competent  
Retrovirus (RCR) /Lentivirus (RCL) testing, replacing the previous version from 2006.

https://www.fda.gov/media/113790/download

The next few slides briefly summarize the FDA’s new guideline and recommendations  
within.

http://www.fda.gov/media/113790/download
http://www.fda.gov/media/113790/download


New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.
The major changes are:

“We are no longer recommending RCR testing on working cell banks for retroviral  
producer cells (when using Vector Producer Cell bank)”

“We are recommending that you test a sufficient amount of vector to demonstrate
that your vector contains <1 RCR per patient dose, when applicable to your clinical
manufacturing practice”

“We are recommending that all retroviral vector transduced cell products be tested
for RCR, including those cultured for 4 days or less.”

“We have also revised our recommendations regarding assays for testing”

“We have revised our advice for active monitoring of patients following
administration of retroviral vector-based products”

“Added post-licensure considerations for RCR testing and risk assessment”



Step-specific Recommendations:

 Vector Producer Cell Master Cell Bank:

“Both cells and supernatant from the VPC MCB should be tested for RCR using a cell
line selected based on the tropism of the parental virus used to generate the vector.”

 Vector Producer Cell Working Cell Bank:

“We do not recommend RCR testing of the VPC WCB except when RCR testing of the  
VPC MCB is insufficient.”

 Vector supernatant & end of production cells:

“Both retroviral vector supernatant lots and end of production (EOP) cells should be  
tested for RCR.”

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Ex-vivo transduced cells:

“we recommend that each lot of ex vivo retroviral transduced cells be tested for RCR”  

“However..”  “..If  you  have  accumulated  manufacturing  and  clinical  experience that
demonstrates that your transduced cell product is consistently RCR-negative, we
recommend that you provide this data to support reduction or elimination of testing ex  
vivo genetically modified cells for RCR”

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Amount for testing:

 Supernatant Testing:

“In all cases, we recommend testing at least 5% of the total supernatant by
amplification on a permissive cell line”

“You should detail the amount to be tested, and provide a justification for the
proposed testing volume, in the description of RCR testing procedures
included in your IND”

 Cell Testing:

“We recommend that you test 1% or 108 (whichever is less) pooled vector
producing cells or ex vivo transduced cells by co-culture with a permissive cell
line”

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Assays for Testing:

“Sponsors are encouraged to develop RCR assays that support virus entry,  
amplification, and particle production specific to vector design”

“The amplified material may then be detected in an appropriate indicator cell
assay”

“All assays should include relevant positive and negative controls to assess  
specificity, sensitivity, and reproducibility of the detection method employed”

“Alternative methods, such as PCR, may be appropriate for lot release testing of ex
vivo transduced cells in lieu of culture based methods; particularly, when time
constraints are present”

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Patient monitoring:

“To date, RCR or delayed adverse events related to RCR have not been reported in
patients who have received retrovirus-based gene therapies”

RCR Testing Schedule:

“We recommend the monitoring schedule to include analysis of patient samples at
the following time points: pre-treatment, followed by testing at three, six, and
twelve months after treatment, and yearly for up to fifteen (15) years”

“If all post-treatment assays for an individual patient are negative during the first
year, collection of the yearly follow-up samples may be discontinued for that
individual, and yearly review of medical history will generally be sufficient for the
patient”.

 Recommended Assays:

“We recommend two methods that are currently in use for detecting evidence of
RCR infection in patients: 1) serologic detection of RCR-specific antibodies; and 2)
analysis of patient peripheral blood mononuclear cells by PCR for RCR-specific
DNA sequences. “

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Documentation of RCR Testing Results:

“RCR testing results from production lots and patient monitoring should be  
documented in amendments to the IND file”

“Positive results from patient monitoring should be reported immediately as an
adverse experience in the form of an IND safety report”

“Negative results should be reported by way of the IND annual report or  
Development Safety Update Report”

“In addition, to enhance the accumulation of data on RCR testing assays, CBER  
encourages members of the gene therapy community to publish data and/or discuss  

data publicly regarding their experience with different vector producer cell lines,  
patient monitoring, and safety”

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.



Post-Licensure Considerations:

“We recommend that labeling for retroviral vector-based gene therapy products
incorporate relevant data and information to clearly present the immediate and
long-term risks associated with RCR”

“As a critical safety test for retroviral vectors, testing for RCR during vector
manufacture and release should continue after licensure”.

New FDA guideline for RCR/RCL testing–
cont.
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